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Abstract
A growing literature shows that music increases prosocial behavior. Why does this occur? We
propose a novel hypothesis, informed by moral psychology: evidence of others’ musicality may
promote prosociality by leading us to judge musical individuals as having enhanced moral standing.
This effect may be largely indirect, by increasing perceptions of how intelligent and emotionally
sensitive musical individuals are. If so, simply knowing about others’ musicality should affect
moral evaluations, such as wrongness to harm. Across four experiments (total N = 550), we found
supportive evidence. Information that an animal or person had the capacity and motivation to
engage with music led participants to judge these entities as more wrong to harm than matched
neutral or non-musical counterparts. Similarly, knowing that a person was not musical made people
judge them as less wrong to harm than neutral or musical counterparts. As predicted, musicality
was positively associated with perceptions of capacities for emotionality and intelligence, and these
broader factors partially mediated the relationship between musicality and wrongness to harm.
These effects were not influenced by participants’ own musicality. Thus, non-moral attributes
like musicality can impact moral consideration, carrying implications for social behavior and for
interventions to promote prosociality.
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Beyond its capacity to provide enjoyment, music can promote prosocial behavior. Engaging in
musical activities makes people feel more connected, more helpful, and less prejudiced (Clarke
et al., 2015; Savage et al., 2020; Tarr et al., 2015). These positive effects of music on social
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behavior appear across ages (e.g., Kirschner & Tomasello, 2010), across diverse populations
(e.g., Neto et al., 2016, 2019), and across a variety of musical activities (Hove & Risen, 2009;
Kreutz, 2014; Vuoskoski et al., 2017). Several theories have been proposed to explain why music
increases prosocial behavior. Shared musical experiences promote coordination and synchrony
of movement, which have been argued to increase prosocial behavior (e.g., Cirelli et al., 2018).
Moral philosophers have also proposed that musical engagement enhances empathy in musicians, dancers, and listeners (Ansani et al., 2019; Bloom, 2010), and that musicality is a character-building virtue (Bicknell, 2001; Cox & Levine, 2016; Kivy, 2009). These accounts predict
that musical engagement should increase prosocial behavior when individuals personally
engage in musical activities. Here, we propose that others’ musical capacities may also affect our
judgments of their moral standing, or worthiness of moral consideration (Goodwin, 2015). Our
account makes the novel prediction that simply knowing about others’ musicality should be
enough to affect our social decisions, even without directly producing or listening to music.

Music and moral consideration
Why would others’ musicality have consequences for social judgments? We hypothesize that
evidence of musicality may lead people to make broader inferences about others’ mental capacities, such as their capacities to experience physical and emotional sensations (joy, sadness,
pain); and their intelligent or agentive capacities to think complex thoughts, make decisions, and
produce controlled behaviors (Gray et al., 2007; Knobe & Prinz, 2008; Robbins & Jack, 2006;
Sytsma & Machery, 2010). These two factors appear to be the primary components of attributions of mental life, or mind perception (Epley & Waytz, 2010; Gray et al., 2007; Kozak et al.,
2006; Sytsma & Machery, 2012; but see Weisman et al., 2017).
These two factors also drive people’s judgments about moral standing. People represent
moral worth on a continuum, with some entities considered more wrong to harm than others
(Crimston et al., 2016). This is often measured by asking people to judge which entity would be
more painful for them to harm, if they were forced to do so (Goodwin, 2015; Gray et al., 2007).
On this measure, people reliably rate it least wrong to harm plants, slightly wrong to harm fish,
more wrong to harm apes, and most wrong to harm a human infant (Crimston et al., 2016;
Gray et al., 2007). Across many different entities, people’s beliefs about entities’ capacities for
experience and intelligence/agency explain over 90% of the variance in their judgments of the
wrongness to harm these entities (e.g., Goodwin, 2015).
We hypothesize that people can use evidence of a person’s or animal’s musicality to infer
their broader mental and emotional abilities, and that these factors will mediate an effect of
musicality on wrongness to harm. An entity’s engagement with music may be taken to imply a
capacity for emotional experience, more broadly. Musical engagement typically involves a high
degree of emotionality, and most people are aware of this (Juslin, 2013; Zentner et al., 2008).
Producing music also requires agency, in that it involves intentional, controlled decisions and
actions (Sloboda, 1988). This evidence of heightened capacities for experience and intelligence
may lead observers to infer higher moral worth as a result.
The role of musicality in moral judgments has specific potential consequences for behavior
toward both non-human animals and humans, both of which vary in their levels of musicality
(Ayotte et al., 2002; Honing, 2019; Loui et al., 2017; Schachner et al., 2009). We do not expect
musicality to be the only behavior that provides evidence of others’ mental and emotional abilities. However, we expect that musicality is one of a small set of behaviors that provide this evidence easily, quickly, and convincingly; potentially by demonstrating others’ ability to value
activities or experiences for their own intrinsic worth (e.g., appreciation of beauty in art, poetry,
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nature; Fayn et al., 2015; McCrae & Sutin, 2009). We return to this issue in the “General discussion” section. Here we aim to test the impact of musicality on moral judgments about both
animals and humans, with the aim of specifically informing how evidence of musicality
impacts social attitudes.

The current studies
To test the impact of musicality on moral judgments, we conducted a series of four experiments
in which we manipulated entities’ musicality, and measured people’s judgments of the wrongness to harm these entities. We first asked: does simply knowing that another entity is musical
make participants judge the entity as more wrong to harm? We tested whether evidence of
musicality made participants judge animals as more wrong to harm, both when considering
individual animals (Exp. 1) and when comparing animal species, a situation relevant to conservation efforts (Exp. 2).
In addition, we asked whether musicality impacts our judgments about other humans. In
the first two experiments, we compared judgments across matched human characters, one
described as highly musical, and one for whom musicality was not mentioned (Exp. 1–2). While
this manipulation matches the amount of information provided, it leaves open the possibility
that differences are due to negative effects of attributes of the control character, rather than
positive effects of musicality. To isolate the effect of musicality, in the final two experiments we
compared a highly musical character to a neutral baseline character, as well as to a character
who lacks musicality. This allowed us to ask both whether high musicality increases wrongness
to harm above baseline, and whether low musicality decreases wrongness to harm (Exp. 3–4).
Finally, we teased apart two theories regarding how and why musicality impacts moral
standing (Exp. 4). We hypothesize that experimental manipulations of musicality impact judgments of characters’ experience and/or intelligence, and that these factors mediate the relationship between musicality and wrongness to harm. Alternatively, musical people may prefer
other musical entities, due to the attractiveness of similarity (Reis, 2007). In this case, we would
expect that highly musical people would be most likely to select musical agents as more wrong
to harm, rather than musicality being equally taken into account by all of our participants.
Stimuli, data, methods, and supplemental material for all experiments can be found on OSF
(https://osf.io/e6gqc/?view_only=ae69977e977f43b6a52c2221221addd8). We pre-registered
Experiments 3 and 4 (https://aspredicted.org/pd2yq.pdf; https://aspredicted.org/b4rm7.pdf).

Experiment 1
To test whether people judge musical entities as more worthy of moral concern, we introduced
participants to a set of characters previously established to vary in moral standing (e.g., a robot,
a frog, a baby; adapted from Gray et al., 2007, see Figure 1). Across multiple trials, participants
viewed all possible pairings of these characters, and for each pair, they selected which character
would be more painful for them to harm, if they were forced to do so. This measure is commonly
used as an indicator of wrongness to harm (e.g., Goodwin, 2015; Gray et al., 2007).
Within this set, we embedded our experimental stimuli: otherwise-matched pairs of musical
and control humans and animals. This method was selected to minimize demand effects. We
expected that if participants were able to guess the hypothesis or expected result, they might
answer in the predicted manner to fulfill this perceived demand (Orne, 1962; Robson, 2011).
By embedding our experimental manipulation in the context of this broader set of stimuli, we
aimed to avoid revealing that musicality was the main factor of interest in the study (this was
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Figure 1. Method, Experiment 1.

Note: Participants were introduced to nine characters. Then, on each trial, participants saw two characters, and
selected which would be more painful for them to harm (all possible pairings presented). The set of characters included
two critical matched pairs (two monkeys and two humans), one of each described as having the capacity and motivation
to engage with music, and the other described without providing information about musicality.

effective; see “Methods”). We predicted that participants would select both the musical animal,
and musical human, as more painful to harm than their control counterparts.
We also measured participants’ own level of musical engagement, using the Active
Engagement subscale of the GoldMSI (Müllensiefen et al., 2014). We asked whether highly
musical participants were more likely to judge musical entities more painful to harm, as would
be predicted if the effects were due to similarity attraction (Reis, 2007).

Method
Participants. Adults residing in the United States (N = 100) participated via Amazon Mechanical
Turk (31% female; mean age = 34.79, SD = 10.71). All were over age 18, had 93% or higher
approval rate of prior work on the MTurk platform, and received $1.50 for participation. Five
additional participants were tested but excluded based on two exclusion criteria determined a
priori: choosing a pebble as more wrong to harm than an adult human (n = 5); or failing when
asked to select the number “two” (n = 0).
Procedure and stimuli. Subjects were introduced to nine characters in random order, via a short
vignette and a photographic image for each. Five characters were from Gray et al. (2007): a
frog, pet dog, human baby, a sociable robot, and “You” (participants were shown an image of a
mirror, and asked to consider themselves; images provided by K. Gray). The additional four
characters, two monkeys, and two men, provided the manipulation of interest (musical vs control, see Table 1). One of each pair was described as having the capacity and motivation to
engage with music, and the other was described without providing information about musicality. Descriptions were matched for length and wording, and information extraneous to our
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Table 1. Descriptions of Critical Characters, Exp. 1.

Monkeys
Humans

Musical character

Control character

“Gabe is a capuchin monkey who listens
when his zookeeper is playing music, and
dances along by bobbing his head.”
“Eric Wilson is a thirty-year-old
musician and devoted music-lover living
in New York.”

“Toby, a six-year-old capuchin monkey, lives
in a large enclosure at the Bronx Zoo in New
York City.”
“Todd Miller, 32, is an accountant and a
devoted trivia-player who lives in Chicago.”

manipulation (which image, name, age, or location was assigned to the musical vs control
character) was counterbalanced across participants. The musical animal was compared with a
neutral control character. We aimed to include a similar amount of information for the matched
control characters, to avoid possible effects of providing different levels of detail. Thus, for the
human characters, both the musical and control individuals were described as having an age,
profession, hobby, and city of residence. (For comparison to a neutral baseline human character, see Exps. 3 and 4.)
Each possible pairing of characters was presented separately (with images and short descriptive phrases), such that each participant made 36 randomly wordered, pairwise, forced-choice
comparisons across all nine characters. Left/-right positions were randomized. For each pair of
characters, participants were asked: “If you were forced to harm one of these characters, which
one would it be more painful for you to harm?.” Participants then completed the two attention
checks, and were asked what they thought the study was about. Next, participants completed the
Active Engagement subscale of the GoldMSI (Müllensiefen et al., 2014), nine questions regarding
how frequently they listen to music and do music-related activities in their everyday lives
(Cronbach’s α = .87). Last, participants filled out a series of standard demographic questions.
Participants remained unaware of hypotheses. Participants’ answers regarding what the study was
about were coded by two independent raters (unaware of condition and other participant
responses) for mentions of music or the monkey/human character pairs. No participants mentioned any of these in their free responses (inter-rater reliability = 100%), suggesting that they
did not guess that musicality was relevant to the purpose of the study.

Results & discussion
We first calculated the total number of times that each character was selected as more painful
for the participant to harm, out of the eight comparisons per character. For characters from
prior work (Gray et al., 2007), the average ranking of characters matched previously established judgments (see Figure 2[a]; note that as in Gray et al. (2007), the dog was described as
the pet of a particular family; this factor, as well as cuteness (Sherman & Haidt, 2011) may
partially explain the dog’s high wrongness-to-harm ranking, as harming the dog would also
violate human ownership rights). We then examined trials that pitted the musical versus control characters against one another (see Figure 2[b]). Seventy-five percent of participants
selected the musical monkey as more wrong to harm than the control monkey (75/100,
p < .001, binomial test). Sixty percent of participants selected the musical human as more
wrong to harm than the control human; this proportion was not significantly different than
chance (60/100, p = .057; binomial test). Post-hoc power analyses revealed that a larger
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Figure 2. Results, Experiment 1.

Note: (a) Participants made nuanced judgments of wrongness to harm across the nine entities. The Y-axis shows the
percentage of times that each character was selected as being more painful for the participant to harm, versus each of
the other characters. Error bars are standard errors. Icons from Gray et al. (2007). (b) On trials that pitted the musical
versus control characters against one another, participants chose the musical monkeys as more wrong to harm; this
effect trended in the same direction for humans.

sample size was required to reliably detect a true effect of this size (96% power to detect the
effect size seen in monkeys, only 29% power to detect the smaller effect size seen in humans).
We thus sought to replicate this effect with a larger sample in Exp. 2.
For the human characters, both were described as having a particular career (musician,
accountant) and favorite activity (music, trivia games). Thus, participants’ judgments of
humans could indicate either a positive effect of musicality, or a negative effect of the characteristics of the non-musical character. We address this concern in Experiments 3 and 4. Lastly,
we asked if only highly musical people chose musical entities as more wrong to harm.
Participants’ own musicality scores were not related to their judgments of whether musical
characters were more wrong to harm, in either the case of monkeys, Wald Z(98) = 0.84, p = .40,
or humans, Wald Z(98) = 1.59, p = .11 (nested logistic model comparisons).

Experiment 2
Exp. 1 suggests that musicality influences moral judgments for animal entities, and perhaps for
humans as well. In a second experiment, we had two aims. First, we asked whether our finding
would generalize to species-level comparisons. We were motivated by potential implications for
animal conservation. When comparing the value of species, do people judge an animal from a
musical species as more wrong to harm, even if others of that species share its musical qualities
(making it less unique)? Thus, we introduce two animal species, one musical and one a neutral
control. We then ask participants to judge wrongness to harm an individual from each species.
We predicted that participants would judge individuals from a musical species of monkey more
painful for them to harm than those from a neutral matched species.
In addition, with regard to the human entities, we asked whether participants’ tendencies to
select the musical human over the control human in Exp. 1 were reliable. In line with post-hoc
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Table 2. Descriptions of Monkey Species, Exp. 2.
Musical monkey species
“Calusan monkeys are native to Central
and South America. Calusan monkeys are
known to respond to music, by dancing
along and bobbing their heads.”

Control monkey species
“Sequel monkeys live in tropical forests in the
Amazon. Sequel monkeys are brown, grey,
or white, with lighter fur around their face
and eyes.”

power analyses from Exp. 1, we increased the sample size to allow us to reliably detect true
effects of this size; that is, musical alternatives chosen as more painful to harm 75% of the time
for monkeys, and 60% of the time for humans, compared with a 50% probability by chance.
Other aspects of the method remained the same as Exp. 1.

Method
Participants. Adults residing in the United States (N = 150) participated via Amazon Mechanical
Turk (61 female; mean age = 35.32, SD = 10.27) using the same criteria and payment as in
Exp. 1; none had participated in Exp. 1. Sample size was decided a priori based on power analyses from Exp. 1. Six additional participants were tested but excluded for failing one or more
exclusion criteria determined a priori (Pebble vs man, n = 4; select “two,” n = 2). Another 19
workers were excluded for being poor English speakers or bots (Dennis et al., 2018; TurkPrime,
n.d.; see Procedure).
Procedure and stimuli. The procedure and stimuli were identical to those of Exp. 1, with two
changes. First, participants were introduced to two novel species of monkey rather than individual monkeys (Table 2). At test, a single individual from each species was considered (Musical: “A calusan monkey, known to dance to music”; Control: “A sequel monkey, known to live in
the Amazon”). Second, we added a free response question (“Please provide a summary of what
you did in this study”), to detect poor English speakers or bots. Two independent coders (both
unaware of participants’ answers on the main dependent measures) analyzed descriptions
from this question, as well as the question “Please tell us what you think this study was about,”
flagging any suspicious or nonsensical responses. Participants flagged by both coders were
excluded. Coders agreed for 94.94% of participants. For cases of disagreement, the coders discussed and came to an agreement.
Participants remained unaware of hypotheses. Participants’ answers regarding what the study was
about were coded in the same way as Exp. 1. Again, no participants mentioned music or the
monkey/human character pairs (IRR = 100%).

Results and discussion
As in Exp. 1, we replicated previously established rankings of wrongness-to-harm among the
characters (see Figure 3[a]). On trials that pitted the musical vs control characters against one
another (see Figure 3[b]), participants chose the monkey from a musical species as more painful to harm than the monkey from the control species (65%, or 98 of 150 participants; p < .001;
binomial test). People also chose the musical human as more painful to harm than the control
human (63%, or 94 of 150 participants; p = .002; binomial test). Participants’ standardized
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Figure 3. Results, Experiment 2.

Note: Participants chose the musical entities as more painful for them to harm. (a) The percentage of times each
character was selected as being more painful for them to harm (vs each of the other characters). Error bars indicate
standard errors. Icons from Gray et al. (2007). (b) On trials that directly pitted the musical versus control monkey species, or the musical versus control human individuals, participants chose the musical entities as more painful for them to
harm.

musicality scores were again not related to whether they selected musical entities as being more
wrong to harm, for monkeys, Wald Z(148) = −0.41, p = .68, or humans, Wald Z(148) = −0.19,
p = .85 (nested logistic model comparisons).

Experiment 3
In both of the previous experiments, we found that musicality increased wrongness to harm.
For animals (in particular, monkeys), we found that when compared with a neutral control
character, musical individual monkeys were judged more painful to harm than matched control individuals (Exp. 1). When an entire animal species was described as musical, participants
again chose an animal from the musical species as more painful for them to harm than a neutral control (Exp. 2). In both samples, we found that the tendency to prefer musical entities was
not predicted by participants’ own musicality.
The interpretation of human findings from Experiments 1 and 2 is more difficult. To match
the information content of our two human characters, we described both as having a particular career (musician, accountant) and favorite activity (music, trivia games). Thus, participants’ preferences on human comparisons could show a negative effect of characteristics of the
non-musical character, rather than a positive effect of musicality.
Here we address this concern. We also ask a novel question: does lack of musicality decrease
wrongness to harm, in addition to high musicality increasing it? We accomplish this by distinguishing a non-musical human individual and a neutral baseline human individual (for whom
no information is provided about musicality), and thus comparing three levels of musicality: a
highly musical, neutral, and explicitly non-musical human individual. If musicality impacts
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Figure 4. Results, Experiment 3.

Note: Wrongness to harm tracked with experimentally manipulated levels of musicality. (a) The percentage of times
each character was selected as being more painful for the participant to harm, versus each of the other characters.
Error bars indicate standard errors. (b) On trials that pitted the musical versus control monkey species, or the musical,
neutral, and non-musical human individuals, participants consistently chose the entity with higher musicality as more
wrong to harm.

judgments of wrongness to harm, then we should see that wrongness to harm tracks with the
amount of musicality. In contrast, if the human results from the previous experiments were
driven primarily by attributes of the control character, then we should not find differences for
these new stimuli.
The addition of a non-musical character also allows us to test an alternative account of our
findings. Under this alternative account, rather than valuing musical individuals, participants
simply value entities that are unique, unusual, or surprising. The inclusion of a non-musical
human character allows us to test this idea, since people who lack enjoyment of music are relatively rare. Musical anhedonia, the inability to enjoy music, affects only 3–5% of the population
(Stewart, 2014). If participants are simply selecting unique or unusual individuals as more
wrong to harm, then they should select the non-musical human character as more wrong to
harm than the neutral or musical characters. In contrast, if levels of musicality are driving the
differences, then participants should judge the non-musical person as the least wrong to harm
among the human individuals.
We preregistered all stimulus methods and analyses. Our preregistration is available here:
https://aspredicted.org/pd2yq.pdf.

Method
Participants. As preregistered, 150 US adults participated via Amazon Mechanical Turk (62
female; mean age = 36.25, SD = 11.88) using the same criteria and payment as in Exps. 1 and
2; none of them had participated in any of the previous experiments. Eighty-three additional
participants were tested but excluded for failing preregistered exclusion criteria (Pebble vs
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Table 3. Descriptions of Human Characters, Exp. 3.
Musical human
“Eric Wilson is a 34 year-old
professional musician, who spends
his free time listening to music and
following his favorite artists.”

Neutral human
“Todd Miller is a 35 year-old
professional, who works at a
full time job during the week,
and lives in Chicago, Illinois.”

Non-musical human
“Matt Johnson, 36, has never
enjoyed listening to music, and he
doesn’t understand why others
seem to find music so appealing.”

human, n = 21; select “two,” n = 2), being poor English speakers or bots (n = 58, same detection
method as in previous experiments), or having technical difficulties (n = 2; reported that images
and vignettes did not load).
Procedure and stimuli. As preregistered, the procedure and stimuli were identical to those of
prior experiments, with one change. Participants were introduced to three human individuals, instead of two (Table 3): one musical character, one neutral character, and one non-musical character. Images, names, and other non-musical aspects (including characters’ ages) of
the descriptions were counterbalanced across participants. The addition of a 10th character
(the third human character) resulted in a total of 45 pairwise comparisons across all 10
characters.
Participants remained unaware of hypotheses. Participants’ answers regarding what the study was
about were coded in the same way as previous experiments. Three of the 150 participants mentioned music or the critical character pairs (IRR = 100%). All findings remain the same whether
these participants’ data are included or excluded, with no differences in conclusions or statistical significance. As preregistered, results reported include these data points.

Results
We again replicated the previously established rankings of wrongness to harm (see Figure 4[a]).
Participants judged the human characters to be more wrong to harm as their musicality
increased (see Figure 4[b]). They chose the musical over the neutral human (65%, 98/150 participants; p < .001; binomial test); the musical over the nonmusical human (79%, 119/150;
p < .001); and the neutral over the non-musical human (71%; 106/150; p < .001). Participants
also chose the animal from the musical species as more wrong to harm than the matched nonmusical animal (66%, 99/150; p < .001). Participants’ musicality scores were again not related
to whether they selected musical entities as being more wrong to harm, for monkeys, Wald
Z(148) = −1.12, p = .26, or humans, musical versus neutral: Wald Z(148) = 1.48, p = .14; musical versus non-musical: Wald Z(148) = −0.37, p = .71; neutral versus non-musical: Wald
Z(148) = −1.37, p = .17 (nested logistic model comparisons).

Discussion
Across three experiments, we find that people judge it more wrong to harm musical entities
than less musical entities. Greater musicality led to participants to judge it more painful for
them to harm individual animals (Exp. 1), individual humans (Exps. 1–3), and animals of species that differed in musicality (Exp. 2). For humans, we find both a positive effect of musicality,
in increasing wrongness to harm above a neutral baseline, and a negative effect of lack of
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musicality, in decreasing wrongness to harm below a neutral baseline (Exp. 3). These effects are
not simply due to participants favoring characters with unique or surprising attributes; if this
were the case, they should have chosen the low musicality person as more wrong to harm, as a
lack of enjoyment of music is an unusual trait (Stewart, 2014). In addition, these effects are
not simply due to high musicality participants favoring characters that were more similar to
themselves; instead, we find that participants’ level of musicality did not predict their tendency
to choose musical entities as more wrong to harm.

Experiment 4
Why does musicality impact moral decisions? We hypothesize that people use evidence of a
person’s or animal’s musicality to infer their broader mental and emotional abilities, and that
these general psychological capacities mediate the effect of musicality on wrongness to harm.
Evidence of musicality may lead people to infer others’ capacities for rich physical and emotional experiences (joy, sadness, pain); and their capacities to think complex thoughts, make
decisions, and produce controlled behavior, termed intelligence or agency. These two factors
appear to be the primary components of attributions of mental life (e.g., Gray et al., 2007) and
also drive people’s judgments about moral standing (e.g., Goodwin, 2015).
To test our hypothesis, we asked participants to again compare each possible pair of entities,
but to additionally judge characters’ relative intelligence; capacity for emotional experience;
and wrongness to harm (measured as in previous experiments), in a within-subject design.
Participants also judged characters’ relative musicality. This allowed us to examine the relationship of musicality judgments to harm, intelligence, and/or experience judgments across
the entire set of 10 characters, not just the characters involved in our experimental manipulations. Second, measuring musicality allowed us to examine how participants make spontaneous inferences about the musicality of other entities, even when information about musicality
is not explicitly provided (e.g., frogs, robots).
We measured only the capacity for emotional experience, and not the capacity for physical
experience, because in a between-subjects version of this experiment (available in our OSF
repository), we had previously found that these two factors were almost perfectly correlated
(Pearson’s r = .96). Capacity for physical experience also had a weaker relationship to musicality than capacity for emotional experience in this prior experiment. The regression results of
the between-subject version of this experiment are in line with the findings of the withinsubject version reported here (see OSF for more detail).
We preregistered all stimulus methods and analyses. Our preregistration is available here:
https://aspredicted.org/b4rm7.pdf.

Method
Participants. Undergraduates at a large public university in Southern California (N = 150) participated in an online experiment in exchange for course credit (100 female; mean age = 20.61,
SD = 2.29). Six additional participants were tested but excluded for failing one or more preregistered exclusion criteria (pebble vs human on any dependent measure, or select “two,” n = 5),
or technical issues (n = 1; participant noted that images did not load).
Procedure and stimuli. As preregistered, participants were first introduced to the same characters
as in Exp. 3. They then answered two-alternative forced choice questions for all possible pairs of
characters in four blocks, with each block involving a different question (e.g., wrongness to
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Figure 5. Wrongness to Harm Results, Experiment 4.

Note: (a) The percentage of times each character was selected as being more painful for the participant to harm, versus
each of the other characters. Error bars indicate standard errors. (b) Wrongness to harm tracked with experimentally
manipulated level of musicality. On trials that pitted the musical versus neutral monkey species, or the musical, neutral,
or non-musical human individuals, participants chose the entity with more musicality as more painful for them to harm.

harm) and one complete set of pairwise comparisons. Participants always completed the
wrongness to harm block first, and the remaining blocks in random order.
In the wrongness to harm block, participants answered the same harm question as in previous
experiments. In the musicality block, participants were instructed to think of musicality as the
extent to which the characters “possess the natural ability to perceive and enjoy music” (Honing,
2019), and were asked “Which one of these characters do you think is more musical?” In the
emotional experience block, participants were asked “Which one of these characters is more emotionally sensitive?”; in the intelligence block, they were asked “Which one of these characters do
you think is more intelligent?” (both measures were taken from Piazza et al., 2014).
Most participants remained unaware of hypotheses. A larger proportion of participants (23.3%,
n = 35) mentioned music when asked to guess the aim of the experiment (IRR = 100%). This
was expected, since participants were asked to judge all characters’ musicality in this experiment. All analyses were conducted with and without these 35 data points, and findings were
the same in both cases, with no differences in conclusions or statistical significance. As preregistered, results reported here include these data points.

Results
We again replicated previously established rankings of wrongness-to-harm among all characters (see Figure 5[a]). In addition, participants made judgments about rankings of intelligence
and emotionality between the characters that replicated previous work (Gray et al., 2007; see
Figures 7[a] and 8[a]). Participants again judged it to be more painful for them to harm an animal from a musical species (musical vs neutral monkeys: 119/150 or 79.3%, p < .001), and
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Figure 6. Musicality Results, Experiment 4.

Note: (a) People made sensible, consistent judgments about characters’ levels of musicality, even when no explicit
information was provided about musicality. The percentage of times each character was selected as being more musical,
versus each of the other characters. Error bars indicate standard errors. (b) As expected, on trials where musicality
was experimentally manipulated (musical vs control monkey species, or the musical, neutral, and, non-musical human
individual characters), participants chose the more musical character as being more musical (providing a manipulation
check).

again judged the human characters to be more wrong to harm as their musicality increased
(musical over neutral human: 101/150, or 67.33%; p < .001; musical over non-musical
human: 113/150, or 75.3%; p < .001; Neutral over Non-musical Human: 102/150, or 68%;
p < .001; binomial tests, see Figure 5[b]).
Participants’ own levels of musical engagement did not predict their tendencies to make
most of these judgments (musical vs neutral monkeys: Wald Z(148) = −0.70, p = .48; musical
vs non-musical man: Wald Z(148) = 0.96, p = .34; neutral vs non-musical man: Wald
Z(148) = 0.02, p = .98; nested logistic model comparisons). When comparing whether it was
more painful to harm the musical or the neutral man, participants’ own levels of musical
engagement were a significant predictor (musical vs neutral man: Wald Z(148) = 2.41, p = .02).
We suspect that this effect is not robust, as this pattern did not appear in any of the previous
studies.
Musicality ratings. Participants made sensible, consistent judgments about the musicality of
other entities, even for entities with no explicitly stated musical information. Across the characters where musicality was not manipulated, the frog was ranked as least musical, followed by
the robot, the dog, and then the baby (see Figure 6[a]).
As expected, for characters where musicality was manipulated, participants almost unanimously judged the more musical characters as being more musical than their less-musical
counterparts (musical vs neutral monkeys: 140/150, or 93%; binomial test, p < .001; musical
vs neutral human: 146/150, or 97.3%; p < .001; musical vs non-musical human: 150/150, or
100%, p < .001; neutral vs non-musical human: 144/150, or 96%, p < .001, see Figure 6[b]).
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Figure 7. Intelligence Results, Experiment 4.

Note: (a) The percentage of times each character was selected as being more intelligent, versus each of the other
characters. Error bars indicate standard errors. (b) Intelligence largely tracked with experimentally manipulated levels
of musicality. On trials that pitted the musical versus neutral monkey species, or the musical, neutral, and, non-musical
human individual characters, participants chose the entity with more musicality as being more intelligent.

Figure 8. Capacity for Emotional Experience Results, Experiment 4.

Note: (a) The percentage of times each character was selected as being more emotionally sensitive, versus each of the
other characters. Error bars indicate standard errors. (b) Emotional sensitivity tracked with experimentally manipulated levels of musicality. On trials that pitted the musical versus neutral monkey species, or the musical, neutral, and
non-musical human individual characters, participants chose the entity with more musicality as being more emotionally
sensitive.
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Table 4. Mixed-Effects Logistic Regression Results, Experiment 4.
Fixed effects

Estimate

Std. error

Simple logistic model of wrongness to harm
(Intercept)
−1.75
0.31
Emo.
1.35
0.10
experience
Intelligence
0.65
0.11
Full logistic model (incl. musicality)
(Intercept)
−2.04
0.31
Emo.
1.28
0.10
experience
Intelligence
0.58
0.11
Musicality
0.61
0.11

Wald Z

p

−5.56
13.33

< .001
< .001

6.21

< .001

−6.50
12.57

< .001
< .001

5.43
5.69

< .001
< .001

df

AIC

5

5,655.9

6

5,636.2

Effect of musicality manipulation on experience and intelligence ratings. On trials where musicality was
experimentally manipulated, the monkey from the musical species was chosen as more emotionally sensitive than the control (116/150, or 76.7%; p < .001), and the human characters were
judged more emotionally sensitive as their musicality increased (musical vs neutral human,
129/150, or 86%; p < .001; neutral vs non-musical human, 124/150, or 82.7%; p < .001;
musical vs non-musical human, 127/150, or 84.7%; p < .001; binomial tests, see Figure 8[b]).
Similar judgments were found for intelligence. The monkey from the musical species was chosen as more intelligent than the control (125/150, or 83.3%, p < .001; binomial tests), and the
human characters were judged to be more intelligent as their musicality increased (musical vs
neutral human: 88/150, or 58.7%; p = .04; musical vs non-musical human, 128/150, or 85.3%;
p < .001; neutral vs non-musical human, 130/151, or 86.7%, p < .001, see Figure 7[b]).
Participants’ own levels of musicality did not predict their tendencies to select the more
musical character as having higher emotionality or intelligence (more musical vs less musical
matched character; emotional sensitivity: Wald Z(598) = −0.38, p = .71; Intelligence:
Z(598) = 1.21, p = .23).
Relationship between wrongness to harm and other factors. Using a mixed-effects logistic regression,
we asked whether entities’ intelligence, capacity for emotional experience, and musicality predicted wrongness to harm judgments (with these factors as fixed effects; subject and trial number were entered as random effects). Intelligence and the capacity for emotional experience
were both significant predictors (Table 4). Notably, musicality made an independent contribution to predicting wrongness to harm, beyond the other factors (model 1: harm predicted by
intelligence, emotionality [fixed effects], subject, trial number [random effects]; model 2: the
same model with musicality added [as a fixed effect; χ2 = 31.8, p < .001; nested logistic mixedeffect model comparison]).
To determine whether experience and intelligence mediate the effect of musicality on wrongness to harm, we conducted a multi-level mediation analysis (as in Bauer et al., 2006), the
paths and coefficients of which are visualized in Figure 9. We found that intelligence and experience partially mediated the effect of musicality on wrongness to harm. The total effect of
musicality on wrongness to harm was significant (direct path: β = 0.86, p < .001). The effect of
musicality on capacity for experience (β = 1.23, p < .001) and intelligence (β = 1.25, p < .001)
were also significant, as were the effects of experience and intelligence on wrongness to harm
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Figure 9. Mediation Analysis, Experiment 4.

Note: The effect of musicality on wrongness to harm is partially mediated by perceived traits such as emotionality and
intelligence, as evidenced by the reduced (but statistically significant) coefficient for the indirect path versus the direct
path between musicality and wrongness to harm.

(βemotionality = 1.35, p < .001; βintelligence = 0.65, p < .001). When perceived intelligence and emotionality were controlled for, the direct effect of musicality on wrongness to harm remained
significant, but at a smaller effect size (indirect path: β = 0.61, p < .001).

Discussion
Our findings here provide an explanation of why musicality shifts moral decisions. People use
other entities’ musicality to infer their broader underlying abilities, including capacity for experience and intelligence. Thus, in line with our hypothesis, musicality appears to provide evidence of mental life, in terms of intelligence and capacity for experience. These factors link
seemingly amoral musical activities to the moral domain.
We also found that musicality made an independent contribution to judgments of wrongness to harm, such that adding musicality as a predictor explained participants’ harm judgments better than attributed capacities for experience and intelligence alone. Thus, mediation
may not fully explain the effects of musicality on moral judgments. People appear to intrinsically value musicality, in a way not explained by experience and intelligence alone. In prior
work, while experience and intelligence explain most of the variance in moral harm judgments, additional factors such as harmfulness have been found to make independent contributions (Piazza et al., 2014). These findings are consistent with the broader idea that moral
standing is not driven by only two factors (as in the two-source model; Sytsma & Machery,
2012); instead, judgments also appear to depend on other factors, such as harmfulness and
musicality.
However, there is reason to believe that the unique predictive power of musicality in our
dataset may be due to limitations of the measurement instruments. This is due to a general
statistical truth: noisy measurements cannot fully control for the impact of the constructs they
represent (Westfall & Yarkoni, 2016). Because, like all subjective measures, measurements of
experience and intelligence are noisy, it may be possible for another variable to improve prediction above these measurements, even if the latent construct of musicality does not actually add
unique predictive value above experience and agency, if all constructs were measured perfectly
(Westfall & Yarkoni, 2016). As such we interpret findings of musicality’s unique predictive
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power with caution. Primarily, the current data show that musicality impacts judgments of
capacity for experience and agency, which mediate impacts on wrongness to harm.

General discussion
Across four experiments, we found that simply knowing that certain entities are capable of
engaging with music leads participants to judge them as being more wrong to harm. When
musicality was experimentally manipulated, participants judged it to be more painful for them
to harm musical rather than control animal individuals (Exp. 1) and members of a musical
versus control animal species (Exps. 2–4). This effect extended to judgments about humans.
Participants judged it to be more painful for them to harm a highly musical individual, over a
neutral baseline or control individual; and less painful to harm an individual with low musicality,
below a neutral baseline (Exps. 2–4).
A major question in music psychology is why music promotes prosocial behavior, and when
it can be expected to do so. Existing theoretical frameworks across both music psychology and
moral psychology predict that first-person engagement with music should increase prosociality,
through personally listening, playing, or dancing to music (e.g., Clarke et al., 2015). We find
that third-person observations, even written evidence of others’ musicality, affect evaluations
about wrongness to harm. These findings broaden the range of contexts in which music may be
expected to impact social and moral behaviors.
Our findings further provide an explanation of why musicality shifts moral decisions:
musicality provides broader evidence of inner mental life, including the capacity for emotional experience and intelligence (Exp. 4). Inferences about experience and intelligence act
as mediators, linking evidence of musicality to increased wrongness to harm. Our data also
speak against two alternative accounts. We find no evidence that similarity attraction
explains these effects (Reis, 2007). Participants’ own level of musicality did not predict their
tendencies to choose musical entities as more wrong to harm. Our data also cannot be parsimoniously explained by the idea that participants simply choose the more unusual, unique
or surprising character as more wrong to harm. Non-musical people are relatively rare
(Stewart, 2014), yet we find they are judged least wrong to harm among human characters
(Exps. 3 and 4).
These findings suggest that beliefs in animal musicality may aid animal conservation efforts.
Anecdotally, the movement to save the whales is believed to have gained momentum from
whalesong research, with scientists taking evidence of musicality as evidence of wrongness to
harm (e.g., biologist Roger Payne: “Do you make cat food out of composer-poets? I think that’s
a crime”; May, 2014). This sentiment was echoed by laypeople and taken up as a banner issue
by Greenpeace (May, 2014). The current findings provide a framework for explaining this
phenomenon in terms of moral psychology.
Within the human population, people differ in their levels of musicality, with some people
congenitally lacking the ability to perceive music (congenital amusia; Ayotte et al., 2002) or the
ability to enjoy music (musical anhedonia; Loui et al., 2017; Mas-Herrero et al., 2014). In contrast, other clinical conditions like Williams syndrome are linked with high musicality (Levitin
et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2013). Our findings suggest that people may judge it less wrong to harm
individuals with amusia or musical anhedonia, and may be particularly compassionate toward
individuals with conditions like Williams. Understanding these biases has the potential to
inform our understanding of attitudes toward members of these clinical populations.
Is musicality unique in its impact on social and moral judgments? We do not expect musicality to be the only behavior that provides evidence of others’ mental and emotional abilities,
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or moral worth. However, we theorize that musicality is one of a small set of behaviors that
provide this evidence easily, quickly, and convincingly. In ongoing work, we are testing the
hypothesis that behaviors that demonstrate others’ ability to value activities or experiences
for their own intrinsic worth (such as aesthetic judgments, e.g., appreciation of beauty in art,
poetry, or nature; Fayn et al., 2015; McCrae & Sutin, 2009) provide particularly strong evidence of others’ emotional sensitivity, and thus their wrongness to harm. We contrast this
with behaviors that are instrumental or extrinsically motivated (e.g., reaching a certain
object or location), which we hypothesize may provide weaker evidence of emotional sensitivity. Aesthetic and moral judgments may be more deeply related than previously believed.
Recent neuroimaging work shows similar neural activity and representations of aesthetic
and moral judgments, suggesting similar cognitive processes in these domains (Heinzelmann
et al., 2020; Tsukiura & Cabeza, 2011; Watson, 2013). We are testing our broader hypothesis
regarding the role of aesthetic appreciation and intrinsic versus instrumental value in ongoing work.
The implications of human musicality for social attitudes are also likely to be more complex
than is evident from the present studies. For example, the extent to which musicality is seen as
a sign of intelligence may differ based on the genre of music (e.g., pop vs classical); or the
extent to which the music is seen as sophisticated (e.g., Loomba, 2015). In the current experiments, we intentionally designed our vignettes to remain vague regarding the characters’ preferred genre of music and the mode of their engagement with music. Future work may explore
the impact of various forms of engagement with different types of music on intergroup attitudes and related social judgments. Overall, we find that reasoning about others’ musicality is
deeply interwoven with moral thought, providing a framework for understanding why music
and dance, seemingly amoral aesthetic behaviors, have consequences for social and moral
behaviors.
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